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Assisted Supervision of a Computer Aided
Teleoperation System

Hervé Le Bars, Philippe Gravez, Raymond Fournier
CEA/CEREM/STR

Service de Téléopération et de Robotique
Bat.38 92265 Fontenay-aux-Roses Cedex, France

Résumé en Français :

Ce papier concerne la supervision des systèmes de Téléopération Assistée par Ordinateur (TAO), destiné à
intervenir en milieux hostiles.
La problématique de l'intervention téléopérée pour la maintenance ou le démantèlement en milieu nucléaire
est tout d'abord présentée. Les caractéristiques de ce type d'intervention nécessitent les capacités de
dextérité et de prise de décision de l'opérateur humain, et les capacités de précision, de régularité et de
sûreté d'une machine automatique. Ceci justifie l'emploi d'une approche téléassistance ou Téléopération
Assistée par Ordinateur (TAO). Cette approche vise à proposer une large palette de fonctionnement pour la
machine téléopérée, déclinant de diverses manières la coopération entre l'opérateur et le calculateur (modes
manuels, automatiques, mixtes). Avec le système TAO-2 le CEA a validé l'approche dans des applications
de démantèlement et de maintenance nucléaire .
On aborde alors le problème du choix des modes TAO pertinents vis à vis de la tâche à accomplir. La
complexité des choix à faire et les contraintes des missions à réaliser imposent une phase de préparation.
Celle-ci est exprimée aujourd'hui par l'écriture d'un programme dans un langage dédié à la TAO : SPARTE
sur le système TAO-2.
Les travaux actuels en téléopération au STR visent à la refonte des concepts de la TAO dans un système
plus modulaire, plus puissant et plus standardisé : TAO-2000. Dans le cadre de ce projet sont en particulier
étudiés les problèmes d'assistance à la commande avec le concept de Commande A Désignation d'Objectif
(CADO), exposés dans une autre communication à ce congrès, et d'assistance à la prise de décision que
nous présentons ici.
L'assistance à la prise de décision se fait par le développement d'un étage de supervision dont l'activité
couvre les phases de préparation et d'exécution de la mission. Le rôle du système d'assistance à la
supervision est de guider l'opérateur, étape par étape, dans le déroulement de la mission, en utilisant les
connaissances génériques issues des expériences précédentes et les informations liées au contexte de la
mission. Le système proposé est basé sur l'utilisation de graphes multi-niveaux, d'une gestion des
préconditions et de mécanismes orientés objet. La réalisation utilise une architecture multi-agents basée sur
les blackboards.
La dernière partie de ce papier montre les avantages d'un tel système sur une application pratique.
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I. Computer Aided Teleoperation in dismantling and maintenance of nuclear plants

From a general point of view, remote tasks in nuclear environment share several common features :
• they are achieved under conditions ofWeakened perception in a non well known environment.
• they are not repetitive in the strict sense and this will make the cost of full automation unacceptable.
• They are often poorly defined since some (possibly unforeseen) events may occur or because the

advancement of the remote work relies on on-line observation as for inspection tasks.
• They are process-oriented rather than pure manipulation. This is an essential issue as, if the task itself

may be poorly defined, the processes (i.e. cutting, drilling, welding...) and their constraints are well
known.

To cope with the characteristics of these remote tasks, the CEA has developed the Computer Aided
Teleoperation (CAT) concept, relying on the sharing of the robot control between the human operator and
the machine.
A typical CAT system is based on a master-slave manipulator featuring advantageously force-feedback
capability. The control system provides different ways of achieving teleoperation tasks in order to get the
best efficiency at any moment from the man and the machine complementarity :

•full manual; All degrees of freedom (dofs) of the slave arm are controlled through the master arm.
These manual behaviours are used to ensure dexterity tasks and avoid a useless programming of the
arm.

• automatic ; The slave arm is controlled according to a model of the task or sensors information. The
processes constraints (speed, precision) are respected but the flexibility is poor.

• mixed ; This is specific of the CAT approach. The slave arm dofs are shared exclusively (hybrid
control) or at the same time (reflex control) between the man and the machine. The processes
constraints are taken into account on some dofs by the computer while the operator ensure the system
flexibility along the others dofs (aided by the machine if reflex control).

This very large set of man-machine behaviours allows the CAT system to fit a large variety of tasks.
Therefore it requires knowledge on both the task and the system capabilities, and full time attention from
the operator. This leads us to introduce the original form of symbolic control called assisted supen>ision
that we discuss here.



TAO-2 CAT system (TAO is the French acronym for CAT), was the first large application of these
concepts. It is operated at CEA since 1989 using the CAT symbolic language SPARTE. The main features
of this action level language are :

• off-line task programming of the man machine behaviours (in order to record the task preparation),
• on-line adjustment of the programmed behaviours (introducing new behaviours in the program or

modifying the existing ones),
• management of the external events (given by the arm controller, the sensors and/or the operator).

II. Current research orientations at CEA/STR : From TAO-2 to TAO-2000
General aspects of TAO-2000 :
Computer Aided Teleoperation is often associated with force reflecting bilateral control loops which
implies very high servo-control frequencies. Up to now, these were only achievable using advanced and
dedicated computer hardware which results in high cost, low reliability and poor extensibility. Furthermore,
force control required tedious tuning procedures which were difficult to perform in actual operation. The
main objective of the TAO2000 development is to suppress these drawbacks by using standard
commercialy available hardware components (PC boards), proven design methods linked with easy to use
software tools (HOOD method, SIMULINK C generator), and an approach to control synthesis (based on
Hx norms), which ensure the performances of the system within a wide operating envelope.

Assistance to the control: Target Designation Control concept
This work is also set out at the conference by Thibout and Even [1]. The idea is to use Virtual Reality
techniques to provide the operator with more convenient ways of specifying CAT modes. This is done by
adding graphical information to a video image of the scene and by controlling the CAT machine through
this interface.

Assistance to the decision making : Supervision concept
As already outlined, decision making in CAT is based on one hand on the generic knowledge we have on
the domain processes, and on the other hand on the knowledge we have on the environment and the
mission characteristics. This second kind of knowledge is often fuzzy and some aspects of it are not
available off line to the operator.
Therefore, the decision making process in CAT can be split into three phases :

• firstly, generic studies on processes are made in laboratory. For example, several ways of grasping
tools are experimented. Special grasp system can be designed, and the CAT procedures adapted to it
are carefully thought of. These studies are generic in that the experience gathered here is not context
dependent, and will be reused in different missions with different environments. This phase is generally
realised off site and offline.

• on a given mission, a preparation phase is being done. This phase is realised on site and off line. We
try to take advantage of our experience coming from past missions and generic studies to build up a
plan. This plan will specify the successive modes the CAT machine has to go through to achieve the
mission. It guides the operator through the mission, making sure that:

• the constraints of the mission are satisfied. A constraint may require the use of a specific mode at
some stage of the execution. For example, if a constraint on the drilling of a hole is that it is
perfectly perpendicular to the surface, a full manual mode should be forbidden to achieve this
drilling. The plan has to set the CAT macjaine into the mode, or the sequence of modes, that will
ensure the satisfaction of the constraint.



• there is a coherence between the successive actions performed. Imagine for example that a hole has
to be performed into an object, and to fix a peg to it. Then later in the mission, another hole has to
be done on another object. It would be better to do all the holes possible first, while the drill is into
the gripper. The plan must deal with this kind of problems, and therefore ensure a certain degree of
efficiency in the realisation of the mission.

• finally, the execution phase can begin. Because of the uncertainties of the environment, and also
because of the uncertainties of the realisation, in which a human operator is involved, some decisions
may also have to be taken here. These decisions appear when the plan is uncompleted, or when it or a
part of it becomes no more valid because of an incident.

Today, those three phases in decision making are handled through a SPARTE program of the mission. This
has been enough to experiment Computer Aided Teleoperation and to validate the approach, but it is not
fully satisfactory in a more industrial context:

• writing the program is not user-friendly and must be done by a specialist,
• you can't easily express and reuse the generic tasks defined out of the past experience,
• defining different possible strategies or changing strategy in the middle of the action is difficult,
• no intelligent assistance is provided to the design of the program.

Consequently, the decision making in a CAT machine with a programming interface is as follow :
• a relatively poor amount of generic studies, because programs are not very well suited to the storage of

generic knowledge,
• a very long preparation phase, both because there is not a lot of pre-stored knowledge to start with,

and because all the execution details have to be thought of,
• a few decisions are left for the execution phase, because the program is quite rigid and sequential and

can't cope with many different possible ways.

We want to design a system to assist the operator in his decision makings while supervising a CAT mission.
This system should change the ratios of the decision making phases :

• flexible procedures must be stored, taking into account many different contexts. Laboratory
experiments can therefore be carried out and the resulting generic knowledge can be stored and reused.
For example, all the knowledge about out to use a drill can be collected ; how to grasp it, how to
define the drilling positions, how to define the drilling orientation, on what kind of surfaces that drill
can be used, what to do if the drill gets jammed or broken.

• the preparation phase should be much shorter than before, because :
• the availability of generic knowledge should simplify the design of the plan,
• the coding of a program will be replaced by the manipulation of data base objects,
• the plan should not have to be as precise as before, since we intend to assist the operator in the on

line decision makings as well.

• the execution phase should be richer. It won't necessarily be faster or more efficient than before, but it
should be able to cope with more complex situations. If the drill gets broken, we can use procedures
that tell us how to change it and then return to the execution.



The following diagram illustrates this change in using the CAT machine :

• execution

B preparation

• generic studies

Programmed preparation Assisted supervision level

Fig I : A change in using the CAT machine

New industrial applications becomes possible for such a system. Until now, it was only experimented on
specific, carefully prepared processes. A full scale model had often to be built to test the plans before
execution on the real site. The whole realisation was long and costly, and could hardly be done without the
designers of the CAT machine. When a real supervision level is implemented, intervention on an unknown
site should be made possible directly, and the planning and execution of the mission should be realised
relatively quickly by trained operators.

The next sections of this paper will address the design and realisation of a system assisting a human
operator in supervising Computer Aided Teleoperation.

III. Basic concepts of the supervision assistance system
The assistance system must store the generic knowledge on teleoperation tasks. We found it convenient to
use a multi-level graph representation for this knowledge. The levels are the operation, which describes
the utilisation of a tool (plasma cutting operation), the task, which expresses a local goal (gi'asp the drill)
and the action, which refers to a CAT mode (go to the rack in manual mode). Each operation is
represented as a graph of tasks and each task is represented as a graph of actions.

Tasks
(i.e. grasp the tool)

Operation
(i.e. plasma cutting)

Actions
(i.e. go there in manual)

Fig II : A multilevel graph representation



The advantages of this representation are :
• genericity : the elements of the knowledge (operations, tasks or actions) are stored in a generic form

in the database. If an element is used as the node of a higher level graph, all specific information is
written in the link between it and the other nodes of the graph. This makes it possible to use any
element separately as well as within a graph.

• richness : the knowledge is explicitly expressed : it doesn't have to be compiled into rules or
procedures to become usable. We can express things as they appear to us during experimentation, even
if we can't really analyse them.

• modularity : graphs are very easy to modify and can be used as parts of a newly created more
sophisticated one.

However, this graph representation is somewhat too rigid and becomes complex if knowledge grows : it
has to be blended with other mechanisms. To prevent the database from being too complex, a object-
oriented structure is used : all tasks are declared as methods of the objects that are related to them. For
example, the task grasp (Tool) is stored into the object Rack the Tool is into. We can therefore take
advantage of the object mechanisms :

• polymorphism : the actual grasp task can be different from one rack to the other. The correct grasp
task is automatically found when the right rack is selected.

• inheritance : structured families can be built and objects can inherit general characteristics of their
family and add their own specificity. Associated tasks can be built as the union of a general graph and
specific branches. For example, a manual grasp is attached to an instance of a general rack class. This
manual alternative is inherited by the grasp attached to an instance of a derived, more specific rack
class. As we know more about this rack, we can also attach to it an automatic grasp alternative, and a
learning method.

• modularity : objects make the knowledge easy to retrieve and to modify.

The rigidity of graphs is another important problem. Graphs express sequences independent of the context:
a (simple) representation of the operation drill is grasp the drill - drill - release the drill. Obviously not all
three tasks are on the same level : drill is the "heart" of the operation, grasp and release are making drill
possible and are context dependent. Graphs can be simplified if the context dependant tasks are replaced by
constraints on the fundamental ones. A constraint checking mechanism will take the generic graph and
add tasks according to the current context.

Another important aspect of CAT is that contrarily to other robotics applications, there is no clear frontier
between planning and executing in teleoperation. No comprehensive plan can be designed off line and the
operator has to negotiate between the efficiency of a precise plan and the flexibility of a more general one.
This feature introduces the problem of the temporal organisation of the different steps of the mission : how
far must we go in the offline definition of the plan, what are the important decisions to be taken before the
beginning of the realisation. For example, choosing a manual or automatic alternative for grasping the drill
is the problem with global impact : it depends on how many grasp and ungrasps are to be performed, it
depends on the vision conditions, on how important it is not to drop the drill in the environment. If the
automatic alternative is chosen, a learning task has to be done, which had better take place at the beginning
of the mission.

These questions depend on generic knowledge as well as particular conditions, and no unique answer can
be given. We therefore feel the need for a moduli specialised in the treatment of this problem : we must
separate the planning process and the plan organising process, which deals with reasoning on the



planning knowledge and therefore is situated at a meta level. An important place must be left in the system
for a meta-planning module.

Based on these ideas, we designed and realised an supervisory control assistance system. A short
description of this system is given in the next section.

IV. Realisation of a prototype
The assistance system has to provide the supervising operator with the knowledge relevant to the CAT
mission.
This knowledge has two main characteristics :

• it is poorly defined, since little expertise can be collected from any existing human supervisor,
• it involves many different aspects and refers to different techniques : use of generic knowledge, context

understanding, decision making, constraint evaluation, computation of parameters and so on.

A multi-agents approach is well suited to these characteristics. Its modular aspect supports evolution and
modification, and it can implement easily different independent techniques. The architecture chosen to
organise the agents is the blackboard. The ability of the blackboard to cope with real time problems and
particularly with robotics applications has recently been studied [2]. In this architecture, the communication
between agents is done through a shared memory. A so-called control module controls the access to the
memory and decides which agent should be activated next. The activated agent writes his contribution on
the memory, which represents the state of the solution. This architecture clearly separates the resolution of
the problem, done incrementally and opportunistically on a shared memory, and the control of the agents
that help solving the problem.
This architecture suits particularly well to our need to independently express the processes of planning and
meta-planning. Clearly, our meta-planning module corresponds to the control part of a blackboard. To
enable an intelligent process at this level, the following architecture has been implemented [3]:

planning control: meta-planning blackboard

meta-planning control

planning blackboard planning a g e n t s

Fig III: A blackboard architecture



The main advantages of this system are the followings :
• distribution of knowledge : each problem is clearly separated from the others. Building the system goes

naturally with finding out what to do in each particular case. The system is fully modular and evolves
with our knowledge.

• justification of the decision making : at any moment, the state of the whole system can be available to
the operator : current, past and future states of the plan, current, past and future steps in the mission,
current and past contexts. All advice and directive to the operator is therefore justified. During
experiments, all this information can be recorded for analysis, and their significance can be evaluated.

V. Conclusion and future works
We have connected this system to a data base with generic knowledge about the drilling operation. We
wanted to show that the system could store in a compact way, and reuse easily the large number of
variations this operation can have according to different contexts.
These variations are the followings :

• different strategies can be applied to determine the positions of the holes. They can be determined
manually by pointing with the arm, they can be computed out according to data and rules (i.e.
knowledge of a central point and computation of positions on a circumference at a given radius). A
trajectory can also be defined, on which the holes will be defined and drilled one after the other.

• different ways of choosing the angle of the drill can be applied. It can be determined before the
drillings, so that all the holes will be parallel, or it can be determined one by one during the drillings.
The angle between the drill and the surface can be set manually, or computed, or referenced on an
object in the environment.

• the drill itself can be replaced by another operation with similar characteristics (action on one point) :
the tap, for example.

The different mechanisms in our system (multi-level graphs with preconditions, links between tasks and
objects) proved efficient enough to represent these variations. The system has therefore the capability to
cope quickly and efficiently with any mission dealing with drilling or taping.
For example, a typical mission is to bolt a plaque on a window that has been cut into a tank for an inside
inspection. The parameters of the windows are known or can be found manually or by sensors. The
screwing holes positions are computed, and the angle of each tapping is made perpendicular to the surface.

Fig IV : An example of a mission involving drilling knowledge



This mission can easily be prepared and executed using the drilling and tapping knowledge in the data base.
The main advantages of our system are that:

• the preparation time on site, that is to say the design and writing of the plan is much shorter.
• another similar application, with different parameters (on another tank, for example, or for another

type of window), can be very quickly designed and achieved.
• if an incident occurs and the plan is no longer valid (for example, if sensors are out of order and can't

give us the centre of the window), another strategy can be derived from the data base and execution
can proceed.

In the future, the links between this work and the one about Target Designation Control is being studied.
These are two complementary aspects of a high level control of a Computer Aided Teleoperation machine.
It is believed today that all tactical aspects of a mission had better been assisted through a 3D graphical
interface, in the most natural way (specification of locked degrees of freedom, designation of objects and so
on).
We have also identified strategic aspects, that appear more clearly in large scale missions :

• how an operation should be realised, according to the mission characteristics and the tools available,
• to what extend should the planning be carried out offline : a detailed plan will increase efficiency in a

well-known context, but will reduce the flexibility needed to adapt to unpredictable events,
• what is the global impact of each decision making : the CAT mode chosen to perform a drilling can

have an impact on the quality of the hole, which may be important at the mission level. Not all
decisions should be taken at the same level, and the operator must be aware of the actual criteria of his
choice.

All these aspects of a CAT mission should be addressed explicitly, by a trained operator and a dedicated
assistance system. The problem is then to find nice ways of integrating 3D graphical control and symbolic
management on the same interface.
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